
FBK Pentest Lab

Создаём лабораторию для 
оптимизации системы 
внутреннего контроля в 

части ИБ



Who we are?

We are a subsidiary of the largest 
Russian audit and consulting FBK 
Grant Thornton and specializes in 
providing services in the field of 

practical information security.

Mikhail Firstov 
Head of research group 
More than 10 years in hacking 



What is penetration testing?

Black Hat 
(real hacker)

White Hat 
(pentester)



What is penetration testing lab?

Simulate infrastructure of the real company



 Why you need the lab?

Penetration 
testing team

Job applicant 
approved by HR 

specialist

Active Directory?!
How to test knowledge of job applicant?

Tests?
Come on, we are in the 21th century. It’s 
non-practical and unrepresentative

Interview?
Yes, but how will the employee behave in a 
real project?

Yes, but it’s too labor-intensive. In addition, 
the write-ups may be leaked

Make tasks?



Your penetration 
testing team

How to improve knowledge of your team?

Unrealistic and there is no Active Directory 
vulnerabilities 

Play CTF?DC + 
Kerberos

??????

Other penetration 
testing team

Monotony, unscaled, without detailed 
statistics on the skills 

Hack The Box?

The same: monotony, unscaled, without 
detailed statistics on the skills 

Pentest-it lab?

 Alternatives?



FBK Pentest Lab

scalable randomizable
great 

statistics 
features

supports any 
vulnerability



Workspace



Workspace | Creation
Every workspace is your personal 
unique penetration testing area

Workspace is dedicated server 
with various virtual machines

Every VM is unique and uses 
on different technologies

Easy to customize and set 
difficulty level

Random mix of vulnerable 
VMs and AD configuration per 
each lab



Workspace | Interface
User-friendly and easy-to-use interface

Only one field to input all flags

The story of your invasion



Workspace | Network map
Watch the attack in real time

The network map allows 
you to track how far you 
have progressed

Hosts appear only if you find them Segments open if you pwn PC Make green every PC to 100% 
progress



Workspace | Defcon level
See how “silent” you are

It shows how "noisy" you are in the 
network and determines how standard 
are of your actions

Alerts Score



Statistics



Statistics

Choose workspaces which 
statistic you want to compare 
with

Track your last actions in real time



Statistics

Check out which skills you 
have to improve or what you 
are good at



Statistics

Check out correlation between defcon 
level and flag submitting



Statistics

Check out complexity progress



Statistics

Check out general statistics across all 
workspaces and detailed AV report info



Workshops | Summary

✓ Lectures



Workshops | Summary

✓ Lectures 
✓ Practical examples



Workshops | Summary

✓ Lectures 
✓ Practical examples 
✓ Online trainings



Workshops | Summary

✓ Lectures 
✓ Practical examples 
✓ Online trainings 
✓ Final exam



Personal workshops for your team

Your penetration 
testing team

??????

FBK CyberSecurity 
team

Questions?

Different levels
Choose which workshop level would you 
like: basic, advanced or custom.

Learn theory
Learn exclusive theoretical material about 
vulnerabilities, protocols and technics.

Test new knowledge in practice

If you want to teach your interns or improve qualifications of 
your full-time team, specialist from FBK CyberSecurity can 
hold a workshop.

Solve a series of tasks to consolidate 
acquired skills.



Summary?

• Focus on real security, not papers  

• Think as offensive even if you are defensive 

• Upgrade and invest in your Blue Team 

• Lab is better than separated tasks for complex training



Questions?

???
mfirstov@fbkcs.ru 

info@fbkcs.ru


